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Summary 

A theoretical integrative approach is proposed to understand the overall mechanical 

characteristics of lower extremities determining jumping ability. This approach considers that 

external force production during push-off is limited by mechanical constraints imposed by 

both movement dynamics and force generator properties, i.e. lower extremities characteristics. 

While the velocity of the body depends on the amount of external force produced over the 

push-off, the capabilities of force production decrease with increasing movement velocity, 

notably for force generators driven by muscular contraction, such as lower extremities of 

large animals during jumping from a resting position. Considering the circular interaction 

between these two mechanical constraints, and using simple mathematical and physical 

principles, the proposed approach leads to a mathematical expression of the maximal jump 

height an individual can reach as a function of only three integrative mechanical 

characteristics of his lower extremities: the maximal force they can produce ( 0F ), the 

maximal velocity at which they can extend under muscles action ( 0v ) and the distance of 

force production determined by their usual extension range ( POh ). These three integrative 

variables positively influence maximal jump height. For instance in humans, a 10% variation 

in 0F ,  0v  or POh  induces a change in jump height of about 10 to 15%, 6 to 11% and 4 to 8%, 

respectively. The proposed theoretical approach allowed to isolate the basic mechanical 

entities through which all physiological and morphological specificities influence jumping 

performance, and may be used to separate the very first macroscopic effects of these three 

mechanical characteristics on jumping performance variability. 
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List of abbreviations 

CM body center of mass  

m body mass (in kg) 

g  gravitational acceleration (9.81 m.s-2) 

h  jump height corresponding to the vertical distance covered by the CM during the aerial 

phase (in m) 

TW  total external mechanical work produced by lower extremities during push-off  (J) 

POh  vertical push-off distance determined by lower extremities extension range (in m) 

TOv  CM vertical velocity at take-off (in m.s-1) 

F  mean vertical external force developed over push-off (relative to body mass, in N.kg-1) 

v  mean vertical CM velocity over push-off (in m.s-1) 

0F  theoretical maximal value of F  that lower extremities can produce during one 

extension at a theoretical null v  (relative to body mass, in N.kg-1) 

0v  theoretical maximal value of v at which lower extremities can extend during one 

extension under the influence of muscles action in a theoretical unloaded condition (in 

m.s-1) 

POt  push-off time (in s)  

maxTOv   maximal CM vertical take-off velocity a given animal can reach (m.s-1) 

maxh  maximal jump height a given animal can reach (m) 
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1.  Introduction 

Maximal jumps aim to cover the highest vertical and/or horizontal distance from a large 

acceleration of the body during one quick legs extension. According to Newton’s laws of 

motion, the acceleration of a body during a push-off phase depends on the resultant force 

applied on it (fundamental principle of dynamics), itself resulting from the force developed by 

the individual (animal or human) on the environment (law of reciprocal actions). 

Consequently, accelerating one’s body mass from a resting position to reach the highest 

jumping performance depends on the production of a large amount of external force during 

one quick lower extremities extension. Identifying the overall mechanical characteristics of 

the force generator (i.e. the lower extremities) allowing to maximise this force production 

over the whole push-off phase could increase the understanding of the mechanical factors 

limiting jumping performance.  

The characteristics of lower extremities related to maximal jumps have been mainly studied 

through the physiological or morphological traits statistically related to jumping ability (e.g. 

muscle mass, limbs length, muscle fibre types, joint moment arms), that are the phenotypic 

expressions of the overall mechanical characteristics of lower extremities involved in 

performance (see reviews by James et al., 2007; Marsh, 1994). The relationship between 

jumping performance and overall mechanical characteristics of lower extremities, such as 

force or power output capabilities, has only been explored through correlations, and in only 

few studies on humans, which did not reach a consensus (Driss et al., 1998; Yamauchi and 

Ishii, 2007). Such statistical approaches present the risk of interaction between covariant 

parameters making uncertain the direct causal effect between dependent and independent 

variables, though related in some cases by significant correlations. Hence, the large number of 

biological features that may act on jumping ability (together or independently) make the 
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overall understanding of lower extremities characteristics involvement in such abilities 

difficult on the sole basis of experimental data. 

For these reasons, theoretical approaches have been proposed to better understand the 

mechanical factors affecting jumping ability. The best examples are forward simulation 

models that integrate a large amount of morphological, physiological or neuromuscular 

parameters (Alexander, 1995; Bobbert and Van Soest, 1994; Pandy and Zajac, 1991). These 

models allowed to answer several questions that could not be solved experimentally, such as 

optimal muscular coordination strategies or effects of different jumping techniques (e.g. 

Alexander, 1995; Bobbert and Casius, 2005; Pandy and Zajac, 1991). However, they do not 

make it possible to isolate the basic mechanical characteristics of lower extremities 

determining the ability to accelerate the body. Indeed, the numerous inputs used do not 

represent the overall mechanical characteristics of the force generator, but specific biological 

features that affect these mechanical characteristics, several of them acting on the same entity. 

Other theoretical frameworks have explored these overall mechanical characteristics affecting 

jumping ability through the investigation of the mechanical requirements of maximal jumps. 

Indeed, jumping ballistic and dynamic analyses allow one to identify the mechanical outputs 

of push-off determining jumping performance at best. For instance, jumping performance has 

been mathematically shown to be proportional to the mechanical work produced during push-

off (Alexander, 2003a; Emerson, 1985) or to the mean power developed before take-off 

(Marsh, 1994). These mathematical equations let think that maximal jumping performances 

are determined by the capability of lower extremities to produce work or power. However, 

other authors supported the idea that impulsive action performance (such as jumping) do not 

depend on muscles ability to generate power, but rather on their capability to produce impulse 

(Adamson and Whitney, 1971; Knudson, 2009; Winter, 2005). Even if this distinction may 

seem minor, it reveals the difficulty in identifying the mechanical characteristics of the force 
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generator that maximise jumping performance from the sole mechanical outputs related to 

performance. Whether it is impulse, work or power that determines performance, the question 

arises as to which mechanical characteristic(s) of lower extremities allow(s) to maximise it. 

Further, analyses of the mechanical behaviour of an accelerating body show that all the 

mechanical outputs characterising push-off dynamics are closely connected (Marsh, 1994; 

Minetti, 2002; Wakai and Linthorne, 2005). From a theoretical framework, Minetti showed 

that an increase in the force applied to a mass made the other mechanical outputs of push-off 

vary: decrease in push-off duration and increase in power and velocity for instance (Minetti, 

2002). Regarding the latter point, and for most of large animals in which skeletal muscles 

form the basis of the force generator, the increase in movement velocity is associated with a 

decrease in force production capability (Hill, 1938). Hence, the higher the force production, 

the faster the movement, and the lower the force production capability. Consequently, take-off 

velocity, and so jumping performance, depends on the force production of lower extremities 

over push-off, itself depending on mechanical characteristics of the force generator, 

themselves depending on push-off velocity. Due to this circular interaction between force 

generator capabilities and the dynamics of an accelerated body, the mechanical constraints 

imposed by both force generator and movement dynamics should be taken into account to 

identify the mechanical characteristics related to maximal jumps.  

The aim of this study is therefore to propose an alternative theoretical integrative approach (i) 

to identify the overall mechanical characteristics of lower extremities determining maximal 

jumping ability and (ii) to quantify their respective influence by means of the simplest 

mathematical equation(s) possible. This theoretical framework considers the mechanical 

constraints of both movement and force generator limiting jumping performance. Only 

vertical jumping will be considered here since it is an excellent system to investigate jumping 

abilities. 
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2.  Theoretical background 

The mechanical constraints imposed by both force generator characteristics and movement 

dynamics on jumping ability are mainly expressed through the interaction between the 

amount of force produced and the centre of mass (CM) velocity over the whole push-off. The 

aim of the following sections is to understand how these two mechanical constraints affect the 

interdependence of force production and movement velocity. 

 

2.1.  Mechanical constraints imposed by movement dynamics 

Jump height (h), which corresponds here to the CM aerial vertical displacement, is dependent 

on the CM vertical velocity at take-off ( TOv ), according to this basic ballistic equation: 

²
2
TOvh
g

=  (1) 

This section analyses the push-off phase through the dynamics of the body CM, aiming, with 

a mathematical approach, to understand how TOv  depends on force production. The push-off 

is considered here in its wholeness, and not studied moment-by-moment. Let consider here a 

push-off phase during which a body of mass m  is accelerated along a vertical direction. 

Lower extremities are represented by a linear force generator. The CM velocity (and hence 

kinetic energy) being null before push-off, the total external mechanical work ( TW ) done by 

lower extremities during push-off is equal to the variation in the mechanical energy of the 

body, which is the sum of potential and kinetic energies: 

21
2

= +T TO POW mv mgh  (2) 

with g the gravitational acceleration and POh  the vertical push-off distance corresponding to 

the extension range of lower extremities. Furthermore, TW , developed by lower extremities 
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during push-off, is also equal to the product of POh  times the mean vertical external force 

produced over push-off :  

=
T

PO

WF
mh

 (3) 

with F  the mean vertical external force produced over push-off expressed relative to body 

mass (in N.kg-1). In this form, F  has the dimension of an acceleration and would correspond 

to the component of the CM acceleration induced by the lower extremities propulsive force. 

Substituting (2) in this equation gives: 

2

2
= +TO

PO

vF g
h

 (4) 

From equation (4), TOv  may be expressed as: 

2 ( )= −TO POv h F g  (5) 

This relationship between TOv , F  and POh  represents the mechanical constraints imposed by 

movement dynamics of an accelerated body. Hence, TOv  depends on the mean force produced 

over push-off, on body mass (since F  is expressed relative to body mass) and on the distance 

through which the force is produced (that is the extension range of lower extremities). The 

general relationship between TOv  and F  is presented in Fig. 1 for different values of POh  

during a vertical push-off. Each line represents, for different values of POh , the force-velocity 

conditions ( F - TOv  conditions) allowed by movement dynamics, each F - TOv  condition 

corresponding to one jump height (obtained from equation (1)). Jumping performance 

increases when POh  increases and/or when F  increases, F  and TOv  changing concomitantly 

in a specific way depending on POh  (equation (5)). However, this concomitant increase in F  

and TOv  is limited by the mechanical characteristics of the force generator. Indeed, force 
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production capabilities are well known to depend on velocity for force generators composed 

by skeletal muscles. 

- Figure 1 around here - 

 

2.2. Mechanical constraints imposed by the force generator 

Let consider here only individuals propelling themselves by the direct action of muscles, that 

is most of large animals (Alexander, 1995). The mechanical characteristics of the force 

generator are thus mainly related to the mechanical properties of muscles. The mechanical 

limits of skeletal muscles capabilities, and notably of the contractile elements, are represented 

by an inverse force-velocity relationship (F-V relationship), well documented in isolated 

muscles (Hill, 1938) as well as in entire lower extremities musculature during various types of 

human movement (Rahmani et al., 2001; Sargeant et al., 1981; Vandewalle et al., 1987). This 

overall inverse relationship, described as linear for pluri-articular movements (Bosco et al., 

1995; Rahmani et al., 2001; Vandewalle et al., 1987; Yamauchi and Ishii, 2007), accounts for 

the decrease in the maximal capability for entire lower extremities to generate force with 

increasing movement velocity. Such linear F-V relationships have widely been showed from 

mean values of force ( F ) and velocity ( v ) over limbs extension, and have often been defined 

by two values: the theoretical maximal F  that lower extremities can produce over one 

extension ( 0F , expressed relative to body mass, in N.kg-1) and the theoretical maximal v  at 

which lower extremities can extend during one extension under the influence of muscle action 

( 0v  in m.s-1). Graphically, 0F  and 0v  correspond to the force-axis and velocity-axis intercepts 

of the F-V curve, respectively. Thus, during a dynamic maximal effort, such as the push-off 

phase of a maximal jump, the maximal F  that can be produced may be expressed as a 

function of  v : 
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0
0

0

= −
FF F v
v

 (6) 

During a maximal jump with a null starting velocity, v  and TOv  are closely related, as shown 

in the following demonstration. From Newton’s second law of motion, the change in 

momentum of a body is proportional to the net impulse impressed on this body, and applies 

along the straight line on which this impulse is impressed. Applying the impulse-momentum 

relationship to the considered push-off phase with null starting velocity gives:  

( ).= −TO POv F g t  (7) 

with POt  the push-off phase duration. From equations (4) and (7), POt  may be expressed as: 

2
= PO

PO
TO

ht
v

 (8) 

The mean CM vertical velocity v over the whole push-off is the ratio between POh  and POt , 

and thus may be obtained from equation (8): 

2
= TOvv  (9) 

This equation is only based on the impulse-momentum relationship, and so does not assume 

that the CM acceleration is constant during push-off, as it was done by Bosco et al. (1983) to 

show the same result. 

- Figure 2 around here - 

 

2.3. Determination of the maximal TOv  that can be reached 

Considering both the mechanical constraints imposed by the movement itself ( TOv  increasing 

with F , equation (5)) and those imposed by the force generator (force production capability 

decreasing with increasing velocity, equation (6)) allows to determine the maximal F  that 

can be produced during a vertical push-off, maximising TOv  and h. Fig. 2 presents these two 
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kinds of mechanical constraints acting on force production during a vertical push-off for a 

given human-like POh  (0.4 m). The grey area under the F-V relationship (dashed line) 

represents the whole F - v conditions that lower extremities musculature can develop, the F-

V relationship being the F - v conditions corresponding to maximal efforts. The solid line 

represents, as in Fig. 1, the F - TOv  conditions allowed by the movement dynamics, higher 

jumping performance being reached when F  increases. Consequently, the maximal value of 

TOv  ( maxTOv ) that can be reached is achieved in the push-off condition allowed by both force 

generator maximal capabilities and movement dynamics. Such on optimal condition 

corresponds graphically to the couple of force and velocity values at the two lines intersect. 

Consequently, the force and velocity values characterising this optimal condition have to be a 

valid set of solutions for the system formed by equations (5), (6) and (9), the unknown 

variables being F , v  and TOv . Solving this system of equations, which includes a non-linear 

equation (equation (5)), gives two quadratic equations each including F or TOv . The quadratic 

equation including TOv  has only one real positive solution for TOv  ( maxTOv ) that may be 

expressed as:  

0 0
max 0

0 0

² 2 ( )
4 ² 2

⎛ ⎞
= + − −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
TO PO

PO

F Fv h F g
v h v

 (10) 

From equation 1, the maximal jump height that can be reached ( maxh ) may be expressed as: 

0 0
max 0

0 0

²
²² 2 ( )

2 4 ² 2

⎛ ⎞
= + − −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

PO

PO

F Fhh F g
g v h v

 (11) 

From these computations, maxh  that could be conceivable respecting the mechanical 

constraints of both movement and force generator depends only on 0F , 0v  and POh , which are 
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three mechanical entities characterising the lower extremities overall capabilities. Note that 

equation (11) is true for 0 0>v , 0>POh  and 0 >F g . 

 

3.  Results 

The influences of 0F , 0v  and POh  on maxh  were analysed from equation (11). First, a 

sensitivity analysis was performed plotting the relative variations of maxh  against the relative 

variations of 0F , 0v  and POh , each parameter being studied separately (Fig. 3). The reference 

values of the three parameters corresponded to human-like values ( 0F =30 N.kg-1, 0v =3 m.s-1 

and POh =0.4 m; e.g. Bosco et al., 1995; Rahmani et al., 2001), but the range of variations 

considered allowed a wide variety of large animals to be concerned. Maximal jump height 

increases when 0F , 0v  or POh  increase, and it is more sensitive to 0F  than to 0v  or POh . 

Indeed, changes in maxh  with 0F  variations are higher than those induced by 0v  variations, 

themselves higher than those induced by POh  variations: a 10% change in 0F  leads to a ~10 to 

15% change in maxh , while the same 10% change in 0v  and POh  leads to changes in  maxh  

ranging from 6 to 11 % and from 4.5 to 7.5%, respectively. Note that these relative influences 

were calculated from reference values corresponding to human characteristics, and may be 

different for other reference values.  

- Figure 3 around here - 

Second, absolute influences of 0F , 0v  and POh  on maxh  variations are presented in Fig. 4. The 

range of 0F , 0v  and POh  values were chosen to correspond to most of large animals, jumping 

by means of direct muscles contraction (Alexander 1995). The positive influence of the three 

parameters on maxh  is confirmed for a wide range of values. Moreover, the shape of contours 
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shows that the influence of each parameter is enhanced by the increase in the two other 

parameters.  

- Figure 4 around here - 

Considering the few values of 0F  (between 25 and 50 N.kg-1) and 0v  (between 1.5 and 8 m.s-

1) reported in previous human studies (Rahmani et al., 2004; Rahmani et al., 2001; Yamauchi 

and Ishii, 2007) and estimating POh  between 0.35 and 0.45 m, maxh  values obtained range 

from ~0.2 to ~0.6 m, which is in line with human vertical jumping performance (Fig. 4, the 

maximal values of each parameter being unlikely obtained by a same given subject). Further, 

the validity of equation (11) has been confirmed by experimental data comparing actual and 

predicted values of maxh  in human vertical jumps (unpublished personal data). 

 

4.  Discussion 

This study proposes a novel mathematical approach to identify the mechanical characteristics 

of lower extremities involved in maximal jumping ability and to quantify their respective 

influence on this ability. Considering the mechanical constraints of both movement and force 

generator that limit the force production during push-off, this integrative approach leads to a 

mathematical expression of the maximal jump height an individual can reach ( maxh ) as a 

function of only three mechanical entities that represent overall mechanical characteristics of 

lower extremities: the theoretical maximal dynamic force that can be generated over one 

lower extremities extension ( 0F ), the theoretical maximal velocity at which the lower 

extremities can extend under the influence of muscles contraction in unloaded conditions ( 0v ), 

and the extension range of the lower extremities determining the distance over which force 

can be generated ( POh ).  
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4.1. Limits of the theoretical integrative approach 

The theoretical developments proposed to express maxh  as a function of only three mechanical 

characteristics of lower extremities required many simplifying assumptions that could limit 

their application. First, since the mechanical properties of the force generator have been 

characterised by an inverse F-V relationship, the present form of equation (11) only applies to 

animals propelling themselves by the direct action of muscles. Further, the linearity of the F-

V relationship of the entire lower extremities musculature, as well as the extrapolation of 0F  

and 0v , is well admitted for human lower limbs extension (Rahmani et al., 2001; Yamauchi 

and Ishii, 2007), but has not been thoroughly investigated in animals, mainly for obvious 

practical reasons. It is noteworthy that 0F  and 0v  are two purely theoretical values and have to 

be considered as target values towards which maximal capabilities of the force generator tend. 

Hence, 0F  and 0v  have to be understood as the “force” and “velocity” maximal capabilities of 

the entire lower extremities. Other reasonable assumptions have been made, such as those 

related to the application of Newton’s laws to a whole body considered as a system or the 

neglected air resistance which only affects very small animals jump height (body mass below 

0.5 g, Scholz et al., 2006a). Moreover, it was supposed that the CM vertical displacement 

during push-off corresponded to the extension range of the lower extremities (i.e. POh ), 

whereas the actual relative position of the CM within the body shifts slightly downwards due 

to this lower extremities extension. This overestimation has nevertheless minor effects on 

mechanical outputs estimation during a jumping push-off (Samozino et al., 2008). The main 

limit of the proposed approach remains in the relationship, existing in some cases, between 

POh  and the two parameters characterising the force generator ( 0F  and 0v ). Indeed, 0F  and 

0v , as mean values representing maximal force and velocity over the whole push-off, are 

specific to the lower extremities range of extension ( POh ). For a given individual, a change in 
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POh  (induced for instance by a change in starting position) may lead to variations in 0F  and 

0v  due to the effects of both muscles force-length relationships and changes in joint moment 

arms during extension. Hence, 0F  and 0v  correspond to the maximal force and velocity 

capabilities of lower extremities for a given extension range, i.e. for a given POh . 

Consequently, the effect of intra-individual variations in POh  on maxh  has to be cautiously 

considered since POh  variations may involve changes in 0F  and 0v . Therefore, comparisons 

of jumping ability for a given individual at two different instants (e.g. before and after 

training) require to keep POh constant  (Minetti, 2002; Zamparo et al., 2002). However, for 

inter-individual or inter-species comparisons, the considered POh  has to correspond to the 

optimal or usual one for each individual, which allows to investigate differences in maximal 

performance between individuals. In the following part of this discussion, when the effect of 

POh  on maxh  is considered, one should consider several individuals with different usual or 

optimal POh , and not the effect of intra-individual changes in POh . 

 

4.2. Jumping ability is explained by only three integrative mechanical 

variables 

The originality of the proposed approach is to explain jumping performance from the fewest 

variables possible, which agrees for instance with Alexander’s conception of mathematical 

models in biological systems: “the simpler the model, the clearer it is which of its 

characteristics are essential to the observed effect” (Alexander, 2003b). The whole point of 

explaining jumping performance by the fewest lower extremities mechanical characteristics 

possible is to isolate the basic mechanical entities through which all physiological and 

morphological specificities influence jumping performance. The three integrative variables 

( 0F , 0v  and POh ) identified in equation (11) do not correspond to phenotypic traits, but 
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represent the overall mechanical characteristics of the entire lower extremities. This implies 

these variables to be integrative, and the explored resulting effects to be macroscopic. These 

three mechanical characteristics encompass all the morphological and physiological 

parameters previously put forward to explain the variability in jumping performance. For 

instance, 0F  and 0v  do not only correspond to intrinsic muscles properties, but are the 

resultant of all the biological features affecting the maximal force that can be developed 

during lower extremities extension and the maximal extension velocity, respectively.  

The positive influence of 0F  on maxh  is in line with studies relating jumping ability to muscle 

strength (Alexander, 1995; Cheng, 2008; Maffiuletti et al., 2002; Scholz et al., 2006b; 

Ugrinowitsch et al., 2007; Yamauchi and Ishii, 2007) or animals hind limb muscle mass (Choi 

and Park, 1996; James and Wilson, 2008; James et al., 2007). Indeed, maximal muscle force, 

which is proportional to muscles cross-sectional areas (Alexander, 1985), logically increases 

with the amount of muscle mass involved in push-off. Other factors previously related to 

jumping performance directly affect 0F : a high rate of force development (Vanezis and Lees, 

2005), an optimised motor unit recruitment (Maffiuletti et al., 2002) or positions of muscles 

origin and insertion increasing torque and force production (Emerson, 1985). Besides, it is 

worth noting that 0F  represents a force normalised to body mass (expressed in equation (11) 

in N.kg-1). Since larger animals are known to produce lower maximal forces relative to their 

body mass (and thus lower 0F ), maxh  is logically influenced by animals body size, as 

previously reported (Alexander, 1985; James et al., 2007; Scholz et al., 2006a).  

Similarly to 0F , the positive influence of 0v  on maxh  is in accordance with studies showing 

that frog muscles used to power jumping are mainly composed of fast-twitch muscle fibres 

(Lutz et al., 1998; Marsh, 1994), and with studies relating jumping performance to muscle 

strength only at high movement velocity (Eckert, 1968). The effect of 0v  on jumping 
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performance has also been suggested through the positions of muscles insertion around joints, 

favouring in many cases the velocity of movement (Emerson, 1985). Neuromuscular 

coordination strategies, widely presented as determinant for vertical jumping performance 

(Bobbert and Van Soest, 1994; Pandy and Zajac, 1991), are also integrated in the mechanical 

characteristics 0F  and 0v . The same is true for the positive effect of POh  on maxh . Indeed, POh  

includes numerous morphological characteristics that increase the range of motion and have 

previously been related to jumping performance, such as hind limb length (Choi and Park, 

1996; Emerson, 1985; Harris and Steudel, 2002; James and Wilson, 2008), the number of 

joints and their angular range of motion (Alexander, 1995), or the height of the starting 

position (Alexander, 1995; Domire and Challis, 2007; Selbie and Caldwell, 1996). 

Interestingly, James Gray already put forward that it was not the leg length itself that is 

advantageous in jumping, but the ability to extend the limb to a greater length (Gray, 1953). 

 

4.3. Respective influences of 0F , 0v   and POh   on maxh  

The three mechanical characteristics 0F , 0v  and POh , and all the above mentioned biological 

characteristics that positively influence them, have a positive effect on jumping ability. This is 

obvious when referring to Figs. 1 and 2: increasing maxh  may be achieved by shifting the F-V 

relationship of lower extremities to the right (i.e. increasing both 0F  and 0v ) and/or by 

shifting the curve of the F - TOv  conditions allowed by movement dynamics upwards (i.e. 

increasing POh ). Simulations performed with equation (11) show that maxh  is more dependent 

on 0F  or 0v  than on POh . As a result, maximal jump seems to be more limited by the 

mechanical characteristics of force generator (i.e. F-V relationship) than by movement 

dynamics depending on POh . When trying to differentiate the respective weight of 0F  and 0v , 

simulations performed from human-like reference values (sensitivity analysis in Fig. 3) seem 
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to show that maximal jumping ability is more limited by 0F  than by 0v . Thus, force 

capabilities seem to represent the mechanical entity playing the most important role in 

jumping performance, at least in humans. The respective weight of either 0F  or 0v  on maxh  

seems to be enhanced with the increase in the other variables, as shown by the shape of 

contours in Fig. 4. Consequently, jump height of smaller animals, known to produce larger 

relative maximal force (Alexander, 1985), is more sensitive to 0v  changes than larger animals 

jump height is, which agrees with Alexander’s model simulations (Alexander, 1995). In the 

same way, in hypogravity conditions, in which the relative maximal force of an individual is 

higher than on the Earth, the influence of 0v  on jump height would increase to the detriment 

of the influence of 0F , which is in line with Minetti’s conclusions (Minetti, 2002). 

The mathematical expression of jumping performance (equation (11)) provides a theoretical 

framework to separate the very first macroscopic effects of 0F , 0v  and POh  on jumping 

performance variability. Adopting the same reasoning as Minetti (2002), equation (11) could 

be used to separate the effects of intra-individual changes in force or velocity capabilities 

when a change in jumping performance is observed. Conversely, one could use equation (11) 

to predict jump height changes induced by expected modifications (positive or negative) in 

force generator capabilities, which may guide rehabilitation and/or training programs. On the 

other hand, such an integrative approach could also form a first stage to guide further 

explorations of underlying biomechanical and physiological mechanisms at lower levels of 

organization. For instance, a simple application of equation (11) makes it possible to explore 

the differences in jumping ability between humans and bonobos from data presented by 

Scholz et al (2006b). If 0F  and 0v  are similar, the observed difference of maximal jump 

height between the man (0.34 m) and the bonobo (0.52 m estimated without arm movement 

effect) may be explained for ~40% (i.e. ~0.07 m) by the difference in POh  (~0.42 m for the 
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man, ~0.65 m for the bonobo from their optimal starting position). The remaining ~60% of 

difference (i.e. ~0.11 m) may be then explained by better force generator characteristics ( 0F  

and/or 0v ), and notably, as argued by the authors, by a higher specific force (maximal force 

per unit muscle mass).  

 

 

4.4. Other strategies to improve jumping abilities 

In addition to biological adaptations, individuals also used specific techniques that allow 

higher maximal jump height by overcoming the muscular constraints. The most famous one in 

humans is the countermovement performed just before push-off, leading to 2 to 4 cm higher 

jumps (Bobbert and Casius, 2005). This greater performance has been firstly explained by 

effects of elastic energy and myoelectrical potentiation (Bosco et al., 1982), and more recently 

by the only fact that muscle active state develops during the preparatory downward 

movement, which involves a higher force at the beginning of push-off, and so improves the 

maximal force capability (Bobbert and Casius, 2005). In Fig. 2, the improvement in jump 

height thanks to a countermovement may be graphically represented by a shift of the lower 

extremities F-V relationship to the right, that is by an increase in 0F  and/or 0v  (Bosco and 

Komi, 1979; Bosco et al., 1982). Another strategy has been observed in small animals to face 

with morphological or muscular constraints, such as short hind limbs limiting POh  (Burrows 

and Sutton, 2008; James et al., 2007) or poor muscle maximum shortening velocity reducing 

0v  (Alexander, 1995; James et al., 2007). Such a jump technique, particularly described in 

insects (Bennet-Clark, 1975) and commonly called “catapult mechanism” (Alexander, 1995; 

James et al., 2007), allows animals to overcome skeletal muscles limits by storing elastic 

energy and releasing it suddenly, that is more quickly than what muscles alone could do 

(Alexander, 1995; Bennet-Clark, 1975; Burrows and Sutton, 2008). In many small insects, in 
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which the whole amount of energy required to jump can be stored in elastic structures 

(Bennet-Clark, 1975), jumping performance is not limited by muscle contractile properties but 

rather by the mechanical characteristics of elastic energy storage and recoil. Considered as a 

linear spring, the series elastic elements can therefore be assumed to shorten at unlimited 

velocities (Alexander, 1995), the corresponding 0v  value tending then to infinite. Simple 

computations (from data reported by Bennet-Clark (1975) and Alexander (1995)) may show 

that the maximal jump height a locust can reach using the catapult mechanism may be 

estimated to ~50 cm while muscles contraction alone would lead to jumps not higher than 5 

cm. With the “catapult mechanism”, the muscle F-V relationship is not a mechanical limit to 

jumping performance, which is in line with the low influence of the muscle maximal 

shortening velocity on the “catapult” jump height (Alexander, 1995). Other animals, larger 

than insects, have been shown to also use “catapult-like” mechanisms to jump, namely frogs 

(e.g. James et al., 2007) or bushbabies (e.g. Aerts, 1998). Even if the mechanical work done 

during push-off is provided by both elastic energy release and muscles contraction, this jump 

technique, also qualified as a “mechanical power amplifier” (Aerts, 1998), largely improves 

jumping performance by increasing the “velocity” capabilities of the force generator. 

 

5.  Conclusion 

This study proposed a new integrative approach leading to a mathematical expression of the 

maximal jump height an individual can reach from only three mechanical characteristics of its 

lower extremities: their maximal capability of force production, their maximal extension 

velocity and their usual extension range. This theoretical approach increases then the 

understanding of the mechanical factors limiting jumping performance. The main originality 

of this mathematical expression is to isolate the basic mechanical entities through which all 

physiological and morphological specificities influence jumping performance, and to quantify 
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the respective influence of these entities on jumping ability. When exploring the inter-species, 

inter-individuals or intra-individual variability in jumping performance, this integrative 

expression may help to separate the very first macroscopic effects of these three lower 

extremities characteristics. Even if the proposed integrative approach applies to vertical jumps 

in large animals, it could be generalised and adapted to other types of maximal push-off or 

other force generators used to propel a given mass. 
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FIGURES CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 

Changes in the take-off velocity and jump height as a function of the mean force produced 

over vertical jump push-off for different push-off distances ( POh ). Each line represents the 

Force-Velocity conditions allowed by movement dynamics during a given push-off. Jump 

height and take-off velocity are related by equation (1). Since force is expressed relative to 

body mass, the x-axis also corresponds to the component of the CM acceleration induced by 

the propulsive force. 

 

Figure 2 

Theoretical representation of the mechanical constraints imposed by movement dynamics 

(continuous line) and lower extremities capabilities (dashed line) during a typical vertical 

jump. The continuous line represents the take-off velocity according to the mean force 

produced over push-off. The Force - Velocity conditions (mean force and mean velocity over 

push-off) allowed by lower extremities mechanical capabilities are represented for sub 

maximal efforts (grey area) and for maximal explosive effort (dashed line). Here, POh , 0F  and 

0v  values are 0.4 m, 30 N.kg-1 and 3 m.s-1, respectively. 

  

Figure 3 

Sensitivity analysis: variations of the three lower extremities mechanical characteristics 

( 0F , 0v  and POh ) against the corresponding variations in maximal jump height. The reference 

values for the three mechanical characteristics are 30 N.kg-1, 3 m.s-1 and 0.4 m for 0F , 0v  and 

POh , respectively. 
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Figure 4 

Contour plots showing the influence of 0F , 0v  and POh  on the maximal jump height an animal 

can reach using its lower extremities musculature as force generator. Each plot shows the 

influence of 0F  and 0v  on maximal jump height for three values of POh  characterising 

different individuals. The contours show the jump height (in m).  
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 

 

 




